Distributed software development is increasingly critical to fully utilizing today's distributed computer systems. In the ideal distributed environment, various software components, developed independently on various platforms, are integrated as needed to produce end-user applications that run on a network of machines. Software components are selected o -the-shelf, i.e. from a repository of tested and easy-to-integrate components. Each component is executed in the most appropriate environment without regard to the location of the calling component. To make distributed development feasible, applications developers must be able to incorporate remote components as easily as local ones. Distributed computing environments are described at an abstract level, with particular emphasis on distributed object environments (using object request brokers). Two systems are described in detail, the Java programming language environment, and the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).
Introduction
Over the past twenty years, the computer hardware industry has demonstrated the advantages of reusable, plug-in components in the e cient development of reliable systems. The software industry has attempted to derive an analogous development model via a variety of programming language paradigms, including procedural languages, encapsulation, and, most recently, object-oriented programming. But such paradigms have limited e ectiveness across systems with di erent platforms, in environments comprising many interconnected machines, and between vendors with proprietary interests. Distributed computing environments present a great challenge to systems designers and developers, but also hold the promise of bringing us closer to realizing a hardware-like development environment.
In the ideal distributed environment, various software components, developed independently on various platforms, are integrated as needed to produce end-user applications that run on a network of machines. Software components are selected o -the-shelf, i.e. from a repository of tested and easy-to-integrate components. Each component is executed in the most appropriate environment without regard to the location of the calling component. To make distributed development feasible, applications developers must be able to incorporate remote components as easily as local ones.
Distributed Computing
Distributed computing refers to software that executes and/or accesses data across a network. Components of the system need not share the same cpu, or the same physical address space.
Traditionally, distributed computing has been implemented according to the client/server model 1 . Clients are the (end-user) programs that perform an application-speci c task, whereas servers perform some presumably generic function at the request of client(s). The client/server model is viewed as a two-tiered system, in that the hierarchy of interdependency has just two levels (see gure 1 (a)). A two-tiered system is limited in the degree to which code is reused, since a server cannot in turn become a client of some other server. It is also limited in scalability. Once there are too many clients requesting services of some server, none of the clients are likely to be satis ed with the response time. Another drawback of the traditional two-tiered system is that the distribution mechanism is typically not transparent.
Server
The next generation of distributed systems is expected to have a multi-tiered con guration. Multi-tiered distributed computing is distinguished from the client/server model in both scalability and complexity. Client and server become roles that any node in the network can assume over time (see gure 1 (b)). Signi cant scalability is achieved since individual tasks are distributed with a much ner granularity. A single-client/single-server application translated to a multi-tiered con guration might run 20-30 processes, each being a small fraction of the size of the original client or server process Sem95a] 2 . Since this multi-tiered system is so much more complex than the two-tiered system, distribution transparency is needed so that the system is practical to use. Realization of a distributed computing environment requires extensive low-level support to provide such services as security, naming, location of remote components, etc. The software that implements these services is known as middleware.
There are several advantages to applications development and execution in a multi-tiered distributed environment SV95].
Improved collaboration among developers, especially among di erent vendors. Because distributed components are binarized, proprietary issues are minimal for inter-vendor collaboration. Improved performance. Since each node in the network can operate independently, a great deal of parallelism is possible. Improved reliability and availability of standard components through reuse. Improved scalability and portability. Multi-tiered distributed computing environments must operate at a high level of abstraction so that the distribution mechanisms and details are transparent to the application developer.
3 Distribution over the World Wide Web | Java
The Java programming language environment was developed to facilitate distribution of software over the world wide web (WWW) Jav96] GM95]. Java is an object-oriented language descended from C++. Distribution is accomplished by compiling the code to an architectureneutral Java bytecode, which can be interpreted by any machine having a Java installation. It is a two-tiered distributed system, as is depicted in gure 2. A client running a Java-capable WWW browser requests that a Java applet 3 be executed. The browser nds the applet via its Uniform Resource Locator (URL) just as if it were searching for an HTML le. The URL speci es a le containing the compiled Java bytecode. This bytecode is transmitted to the client, where it is executed by the local interpreter.
Java is an object-oriented language designed to facilitate development of WWW applications. It strongly resembles C++, with some notable exceptions Jav96].
There are no pointers (reference variables support dynamic memory allocation). Thus, there is no pointer arithmetic allowed, and garbage collection is automatic. Array bounds are checked both statically and dynamically. Procedural function calls are eliminated (all functions are declared as a method of some object class).
There is no preprocessor, and therefore, no #define or #typedef declarations. Constants may speci cally be declared, and types are declared as object classes. Multiple inheritance is not supported. Instead, all classes are descended from the Object class. However, any class can support multiple interfaces. An interface is a class signature, while a class that supports an interface promises to implement it (see section 4.1 for a more complete description of interfaces). Note that there is little inherent in Java's language features to support distribution 4 . Although a standard Thread class is provided with the Java libraries, this can only support (possibly) concurrent execution of multiple threads on the client. It does not provide any facilities for distributing threads of execution throughout a network. Rather, it is the Java interpreter and an enhanced browser capable of interpreting Java URLs that make it possible to distribute Java programs.
A Java installation provides extensive libraries, which are particularly useful for GUI application development. As is depicted in gure 2, the library operations are not themselves compiled with the application. Since the libraries are included with all Java installations, they can be incorporated at execution time by the interpreter on the client. This signi cantly reduces the amount of network tra c needed to transmit the Java applet.
Unlike the typical client/server con guration, the server side in the Java environment provides just data (the binarized Java code); no computation takes place on the server side (refer to gure 2). Execution of the applet on the client has several advantages. Execution is more e cient since network tra c is minimized, and multiple clients can access the applet simultaneously without loss in performance. Use of the Java interpreter allows binarized les to be transmitted, so commercial developers can distribute architecture-neutral Java applets without needing to distribute source code.
Although Java provides extensive support for multi-threading, it does not support multitiered distributed computing. Each application runs within a single address space; it cannot call for services from other nodes in the network any easier than can be done with a C application. Rather, it is the browser that requests the services of a remote Java applet. Nevertheless, its architecture-neutral design may provide some important ideas for designers of distributed computing environments.
Distributed Object-Oriented Computing
The object-oriented paradigm is widely recognized as a model for e cient program development. Objects encapsulate data with the methods used to access and manipulate that data, providing a clean interface for external components to use. Object attributes can be extended or customized by means of inheritance, thereby promoting code reuse as well as reliability. And for many applications (GUI development, for instance), the object-oriented paradigm closely models the problem space, making program development much easier.
A distributed object is similar to an object in an object-oriented programming language in that it provides code and data encapsulation, and it may provide inheritance as well. However, programming language objects are limited within a particular language and physical address space, whereas distributed objects are binarized to be accessible to any remote client via the object's methods OH95].
Certain characteristics of the object-oriented paradigm make it particularly well-suited to distributed computing SEM95b]. Encapsulation allows us to grapple with the complexities of a ne-grained distributed system. Code reuse is a major motivation for using such ne granularity. Finally, by thinking of each node in the network as providing the services of some object, we can see that there is a good mapping between the problem and solution domains for distributed applications. In fact, Schmidt and Vinoski assert that the objectoriented paradigm is in fact more suited to distributed environments than to non-distributed ones SV95]. Thus, we can view distributed object environments as consisting of clients that request the services of distributed objects by invoking their methods. Nevertheless, it is a multi-tiered system since the distributed objects can themselves act as clients of other objects in the system.
Distributed Object Standards
A chief requirement of any practical distributed object environment is transparent remote method invocation. A number of middleware components must be provided in order to achieve remote invocation transparency, including name servers, object request brokers, interface de nition language compilers, multi-threading facilities, and security mechanisms SV95]. Unfortunately, when these features are not compatible between vendors, interoperability is not served.
Thus, there is general recognition of a need to standardize distributed computing environments. There are currently several competing standards under development. It is hoped that a single standard will eventually emerge, incorporating the best ideas from among the various standards Lew95 Microsoft OLE/COM. Microsoft's Object Linking and Embedding environment provides services according to the Microsoft/DEC Component Object Model speci cation. COM provides for interoperability across languages, including non-object-oriented languages, but not across platforms as yet. While the objectives of COM and CORBA are similar, there are some di erences between these standards.
COM is more restrictive regarding inheritance. In distributed object environments, there is a clear distinction between interface inheritance and implementation inheritance. An interface provides a speci cation for an object, without providing its implementation. It is in essence a contract for services between objects. Interface inheritance means that any class can inherit from (possibly multiple) interface(s), which means the class promises to provide implementations of the methods de ned by its \parent" interface(s). On the other hand, implementation inheritance is the classic object-oriented inheritance scheme in which a class inherits the capabilities (implementations) of the parent class(es). Both COM and CORBA allow interface inheritance. But COM speci cally prohibits implementation inheritance, while CORBA does not proscribe any partic-ular implementation methodology. Helal and Badrachalam explain Microsoft's motivation for prohibiting implementation inheritance HB95]:
Microsoft believes that implementation inheritance creates serious problems in a loosely coupled, decentralized, evolving object system. ... When the parent or child component changes its implementation, the behavior of related components may become unde ned. In place of inheritance, COM provides two mechanisms to promote code reuse: containment/delegation and aggregation. Containment/delegation establishes a client/server relationship between objects, rather than the traditional class/superclass relationship. The client object can request services (methods) of the server object, even though users of the client's methods may not have direct access to the server's methods at all. Aggregation allows an object to integrate another object's interface with its own, providing it directly to its clients. COM speci es a single minimal interface, IUnknown, which all objects must implement in order to interact with other objects. With CORBA, each vendor can implement their own base class, making interoperability more di cult. COM generates a unique identi er for every object, called the globally unique identi er (GUID) Sem94] slide 14-14.
CIL OpenDoc/(D)SOM. Component Integration Laboratories is a consortium of ven-
dors that includes Adobe, Apple, IBM, Lotus, Novell, and Taligent. CIL sponsors OpenDoc technology, a system based on IBM's System Object Model and Distributed System Object Model. DSOM is a CORBA-compliant layer for providing distribution services for objects. OpenDoc is an alternative to Microsoft's OLE, but has gotten a late start in distributed computing. Therefore, it is not likely to play a major role in distributed object computing standards development.
Because of the clout of their backers, OMG's CORBA and Microsoft's COM are likely to play major roles in the evolution of distributed computing standards. In CORBA, OMG is trying to form a consensus among many in uential competing interests. Often, the result is standards that are su ciently vague so that all members are satis ed. COM is not hamstrung by such competing interests, and therefore seems likely to be able to move ahead faster.
CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) speci es an abstract architecture for a distributed computing environment in which clients can request services of objects without regard to location, platform, or implementation language. Its fundamental component is the Object Request Broker (ORB), a mechanism to provide interoperability among distributed objects. The current version of CORBA provides for interoperability within a single ORB. Version 2.0 will provide for interoperability among ORBs. The main function of the Object Request Broker is to deliver client's requests to server objects, and return any output values back to the client. The location and implementation details (including source language and platform) of the server object are completely transparent to the client. A client must obtain an object's reference before it can issue requests to it. The object reference is valid as long as the referenced object exists.
There are two di erent mechanisms for requesting an object's services. static invocations via interface-speci c stubs dynamic invocations via the DII In either case, the ORB nds the speci ed object, and delivers the request to it. The object is unaware of which mechanism was used to call it, so services are delivered in the same way in both cases.
Interface De nition Language (IDL)
IDL provides a programming language-independent means of specifying an object's interface. The interface for an object consists of a set of operations and the signatures of those operations. IDL syntax is based on that of C++ in order to make it easy for developers to learn Sem94] slide 5-4.
IDL provides basic data types (short, long, float, boolean, etc), as well as constructed and user-de ned types (enum, struct, union, sequence). The basic types are speci ed in terms of their possible range of values 5 , but how such types are implemented is not an issue for IDL. A basic type any is also provided, which can represent any IDL type.
There are ve types of IDL Figure 4 depicts a sample IDL speci cation fragment. Interfaces can be grouped into modules to form a name space.
Because IDL is not an implementation language, it supports interface inheritance, including multiple inheritance, but not implementation inheritance. However, this does not preclude speci c object implementations from using implementation inheritance, since they are free to use any of their language features to implement the IDL-speci ed interfaces.
IDL compiler
The IDL compiler is needed so that interfaces speci ed in IDL can be used by components of the distributed system. As shown in gure 3, an IDL-speci ed interface can be compiled into an interface repository entry, client stubs, and server skeletons. The IDL-to-stub and IDLto-skeleton translations conform to standard language mappings, which must be speci ed (in CORBA) for each supported language. CORBA 1.2 speci es the language mapping for C. Mappings for a few other languages have since been developed, including Smalltalk. CORBA 2.0 will specify the mapping for C++. 5 In contrast to languages such as C, where the value range of integer depends on the implementation. 
Client Stubs
One way that an ORB client can request object services is by invoking the stubs generated by the IDL compiler. The stub is written in the client's language, and can be invoked just as any other operation might be in that language. When invoked, the stub will in turn invoke the ORB core to locate the implementation of the requested service for the referenced object. The stub operation will eventually receive any return values, which are therefore available to the client just as local return values would be.
Interface Repository
The IDL compiler can load object interface information into the Interface Repository (IR), which provides persistent storage available to clients at run time. Clients can call the get interface operation for an object reference, and receive an InterfaceDef that describes the object's interface. The IR allows clients to navigate an inheritance hierarchy, and discover details of the operations an object supports as well as its exception types.
The IR can be used as an interface browser for developers to locate needed software components, or it can be used to provide type signatures to clients using the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII). Use of the IR and DII assures clients that they are invoking the latest version of a particular method.
Dynamic Invocation Interface
The client stubs allow clients to transparently invoke remote methods, provided the client is aware of those methods at compile time. The Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) allows clients to use methods whose interfaces are unknown at compile time. The client can use the Interface Repository (IR) to dynamically retrieve interface information, then invoke the required interface using the DII.
While the DII provides exibility to clients, there is a performance cost associated with its use. A single remote method invocation requires the following sequence of calls Vin93] p. 6:
Object::get interface is called to obtain an InterfaceDef object. InterfaceDef::describe interface is called to obtain details of the object's operations.
Object::create request is called to create a Request object for the desired operation. Request::add arg must be called for each argument the Request object requires. Request::invoke actually invokes the operation. In contrast, the same method can be invoked by just a single call to the appropriate stub.
Object Adapter
CORBA allows a great deal of exibility in the implementation of object methods. Possible underlying implementations range from an object-oriented implementation produced speci cally for the ORB to a legacy application implemented in a procedural language. The ORB core cannot be expected to be exible enough to deal with all these possibilities, so an Object Adapter is provided for each possible category of object implementations. Thus, an ORB is expected to need at most a few OA's, each providing an identical interface to the ORB, but an interface to the objects that is geared to the particular implementation methodology. Object implementations do not directly interact with the ORB, but rather request services through the OA instead (they receive requests through the server skeleton as described below).
Services provided to the method implementations through the OA can include object reference generation, object method invocation, security, activation/deactivation of objects and implementations, and mapping object references to implementations. Depending on the underlying ORB, an OA may only need to conduct requests to the underlying ORB, or it may need to perform the work itself. But in either case, the object implementation interacts only with the OA.
Each ORB is required to provide a Basic Object Adapter (BOA) to support objects implemented as separate programs. The BOA is exible enough so that most object implementations will be able to use the BOA. It is expected that only a few OAs will be required by any ORB, and that most object implementations will use the BOA.
Server Skeleton
An IDL speci cation can be compiled into a server skeleton that provides the interface between the object adapter and a particular object's methods. The server skeleton is the means by which the ORB invokes remote methods requested by clients, and receives the return values to be transmitted back to the client.
ORB Core
The ORB core is the backbone of the ORB, serving as the bus through which client requests and method return values are transmitted.
Conclusion
Distributed software development is increasingly critical to fully utilizing today's distributed computer systems. Location transparency and architecture neutrality are crucial to viable development environments. The Java programming environment achieves architecture neutrality by use of a universal bytecode, but does not facilitate remote calls or multi-tiered distributed computing.
Multi-tiered distributed computing environments o er the advantages of a high degree of code reuse, improved performance through parallelism, and the potential for inter-vendor collaboration. Distributed object environments o er an encapsulation mechanism that closely models the problem space. The diversity of distributed environment policies and protocols make inter-vendor collaboration problematic, but several e orts at standardization are ongoing. Because of the clout of their backers, the Microsoft COM standard and OMG's CORBA standard are both likely to remain at the forefront of these standardization e orts.
Standard-conformant distributed computing environments have the potential to yield truly reusable, plug-in software components for use in applications development. With such potential, issues in distributed computing environments are likely be important to designers and developers of computer systems for the foreseeable future.
